THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FINANCIAL SPHERE

Abstract. According to the authors, we live in the “golden age” of information technology, with which the majority of humanity agrees. Recent advances in financial platforms, sensor technologies with internet access, unmanned vehicles, cloud solutions and data analytics are leading to a change in the paradigm of capital projects, creating real opportunities that organizations can use now. The main factor of transformation in the field of finance is the active use of the latest information technologies and the formation of a global virtual environment. The effect of this factor on the current state of the world stock market is devoted to the material offered to the reader. New technologies will allow people to manage the card and account via a smartphone. At the same time, universal drivers for a changing world, calling them «digital promise», formulate customers.
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INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of the financial sector and its globalization have transferred financial services to a qualitatively new level - the level of the global Internet: the full range of financial services becomes available to a wide range of consumers at any time. It is in the financial sphere that the most noticeable use of the Internet is being carried out, which is an inexhaustible reservoir of information about markets, products, and competitors. In developed countries, the predominant part of investments is financial investments, mainly investments in securities. They must be monitored, they must be managed, having a record of basic data. Portfolio investments in stocks of young high-tech companies are the most risky and at the same time possibly the most profitable in terms of gains in their market value. Internet technologies make it possible to make wide use of the giant information reservoir practically free of charge for the analysis of the securities market.

MAIN PART

Modern technologies have changed not only the structure of the stock market, but also made changes in the securities trading, significantly expanding the market framework at the expense of a new generation of investors, for whom the possibility of an individual search for information has opened. The investor will be able to receive analysis tools that were previously inaccessible to him, including, for example, special programs that help monitor the movement of stock prices, etc. There are new types of employees investment assistants instead of the traditional broker, the so-called. Discount brokers who, upon the request of clients, carry out operations with securities without providing them with consulting services. Thus, transaction costs for the client are significantly reduced.

Discount online brokers are connected to the Internet and provide an opportunity for their clients to trade stocks via the Internet. Theoretically, anyone who has a computer connected to the Internet and, of course, money can become a client of an online broker. In reality, virtual financial transactions may cause a state deficit. In addition, for countries with a high level of social obligations, this threatens to increase social tensions.
In the digital economy, the main function of money is no longer the preservation of value - the main argument in favor of using currencies secured by gold, but facilitation of transactions and flexibility is the main reason for the total expansion of paper money. One day, cash will disappear altogether from the economy, now with their help, you can pay for goods in online stores, mobile communications and utilities, make transfers to other users, exchange money for other forms, and much more. The growth of the electronic cash market is getting higher and higher every year, and, according to forecasts, this dynamic will only intensify over the next few years.

However, there are a number of drawbacks to such a rapid growth of the influence of the Internet on the financial sector. If we assume that the main part of the population will switch to a new type of financial services, then it is necessary to think about the consequences of such a transition. The growth in the use of virtual payments will result in a reduction in the rate of circulation of national units and the taxable base, which previously existed in the national currency. Thus, the national currency may have a strong competitor. For small countries, this threatens the complete disappearance of their currency, since not enough operations can be performed to serve the interests of the local economy, for example, in the same bitcoins [1].

In reality, virtual financial transactions may cause a state deficit. Moreover, for countries with a high level of social obligations, this threatens to increase social tensions: the state will not have enough income for the maintenance of budgetary institutions and the payment of subsidies.

The second direction that can change the financial system as a whole will be the use of financial Internet services. If we talk about the financial industry as a whole, then in its essence it is conservative and inflexible to change, but the use of alternative services has become a serious impetus to the movement. Given the above arguments, we can draw the following conclusion. The financial sector of the economy is reaching a new level, where technologies that can automate processes, reduce costs, and find the optimal solution to repetitive tasks take advantage. Building new business models can lead to a complete transition of financial operations to the Internet, which will significantly affect the role of the state in the economy, so now you should think about the development vectors and begin a scientific understanding of the prospects for the development of new financial models.

Thus, the expansion of investment services on the Internet contributes to a further rise in the stock market. Nevertheless, a significant obstacle in the development of electronic investment is the problem of security and safety, an increase in additional costs. In general, the Internet environment is unsafe for any financial transactions. This factor, in turn, stimulates the search for effective means of protecting the Internet user and helps reduce the specific risks associated with new technologies. This will require the development of standards for the electronic transmission of confidential information, and this will necessitate changes in the legislation of many countries.

These new technological problems are aggravated by the globalization of the financial sector, which makes it difficult to determine the risk factor.

The information revolution increases the importance of the psychological factor: the widespread use of the latest information technologies, on the one hand, creates the possibility of expanding the information base when making decisions, and on the other hand, increases the likelihood of frauds with information. While the World Wide Web served as an electronic display for announcements, there was no security problem. However, trading in securities, banking services in real time (on-line) via the Internet has expanded financial risk areas for users of its services.

Because of the well-known crisis phenomena in the global financial markets at the end of the 90s, when the securities rate broke away from the level dictated by the profit, a reassessment of risks nevertheless occurred, and a significant portion of capital began to return to developed civilized markets. Another, even more important shift is some weakening of the attractiveness of speculative operations with securities, including with shares of hi-tech companies, since this resource of hypertrophia expectations has begun to exhaust itself. Moreover, this, in turn, means a gradual orientation towards innovations in the real sector of the economy, and not only in the portfolio sector, although both of them, in general, do not compete with each other. Some (not yet firmly identified) shift in investment preferences increases the increase in the share of new innovative technologies in the framework of real investment.

It should be noted that the obstacles arising at the new stage of technological progress are rather quickly overcome. It is
a) About the already achieved general high technical level of the whole chain of related industries, industries and services;

b) An extremely developed and mature financial system;

c) The existence of a significant group of users with medium and high incomes, etc.

That is, in the end, it can be said that all previous technical, economic and social development of society has prepared the ground for innovation. Thus, the rapid growth of e-commerce has undoubtedly been helped by the experience gained over the years in catalog sales.

Computer literacy of Kazakh people is more than 82% in all parameters presented in the table 1.

Table 1 - Share of the population with skills of using a personal computer, smartphone, tablet, laptop; standard programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>The share of the population with the skills of using a personal computer, smartphone, tablet, laptop; standard programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akmola</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aksay</td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almaty</td>
<td>88.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atyrau</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Kazakhstan</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhambyskaya</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karaganda</td>
<td>92.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kostanay</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyzylorda</td>
<td>68.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangystau</td>
<td>84.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavlodar</td>
<td>82.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Kazakhstan</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkestan</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Kazakhstan</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nur-Sultan</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almaty city</td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shymkent</td>
<td>81.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average rate</td>
<td>82.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic mass of residents of the Republic of Kazakhstan with skills of using a personal computer, smartphone, tablet, laptop and a standard set of programs averages about 83% of people. That also stimulates the development of new technologies in banking.

Financial services institutions that understand the implementation of block chain technology in client-oriented business methods are looking forward to purchasing costs and competitive advantages. Software vendors with ready-to-manufacture and ready-to-use block chain services will be interested in the first organizations seeking to accelerate the implementation of their block chain strategies and will begin to combine more cost-effective innovations in their company's operations. The company's specialists point out that banks and financial and technological companies, enterprises seeking ways to present new types of technologies, need to work together to achieve their goals. Banks are looking for new approaches to digital innovation, while financial and technological companies need "capital, scale, data, customer confidence and support from regulatory authorities."

Artificial intelligence will help banks automate processes and improve customer service, so Capgemini experts say that robots are 50-90% cheaper than using full-time and freelance employees, and that banks will invest more and more in AI in an attempt to improve their efficiency while maintaining high quality customer service.

CONCLUSION

Clients have become better at authenticating payments on smartphones with a fingerprint. Banks will promote the same attitude to face recognition systems and user identification based on voice patterns.
Given that customers have to memorize an ever-increasing number of passwords, biometric authentication systems will help simplify security procedures and provide more reliable methods of identity verification.

Already, some robots can perceive the details of their environment, recognize objects and respond to information and objects with safe and useful behavior. Self-driving cars have performed very well in real-world tests. Over time, they will be able to perform not only more tasks, but also more complex tasks. Service robots are in the early stages of a long development cycle, and they still face some major technological obstacles. In the next three to five years, we expect modest, evolutionary successes. However, after that we expect rapid growth, since the new models combine more powerful and standard modular platforms with the possibility of learning.
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КАРКЫ САЛАСЫНДАГЫ ЖАНА ТЕХНОЛОГИЯЛАР

Аннотация. Авторлардың пікірінше, біздің адамзаттың көпшілігі қолданысқа ақпараттық технологияның «алтын доғарық» тұрмыз. Каржылық платформалардың сонғы жетісітіретін интернетке кіру мүмкіндігі бараб сенсорлық технологиялар, шығарылық көлік құралдары, бұл CPPUNIT ақпаратқа қауіпі талдауы құралдары және дерекет традициялық сөйілшілігіндегі құралдардың аралығын бағытайды. Каржы саласында трансформациялық өзгеріс факторы - сонғы ақпараттық технологиялардың бұлесе алдыңғы қолдану және жаңа технологиялық өртінде қалпына келтіру. Бұл факторлық көрініш, ол қалыптық әрі жаңа технологияның қолданылуына қарап артқандағы әрі болуы мүмкін. Егерде қажет болса, тұтынушылар өзетін үнемдігі әмбедебер драйверлердің қоғамдық саналуы үшін қолданылатын шотты қабылдау қабылдайды.

Түйін сөздер: технологиялар, каржы, виртуалдық ортасы, балалы қағаздар, басқару.
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НОВЕЙШИЕ ТЕХНОЛОГИИ В ФИНАНСОВОЙ СФЕРЕ

Аннотация. По мнению авторов, мы живем в «золотом веке» информационных технологий, с чем согласна основная масса человечества. Последние достижения в области финансовых платформ, сенсорных технологий с выходом в интернет, беспилотных транспортных средств, облачных решений и аналитики данных ведут к сцене парадигмы капитальных проектов, создавая реальные возможности, которыми организации могут воспользоваться уже сейчас. Основной фактор преобразований в сфере финансов - активное использование новейших информационных технологий и формирование глобальной виртуальной среды. Тому, какое влияние оказывает данный фактор на современное состояние мирового фондового рынка, посвящен предлагаемый вниманию читателя материал. Новые технологии позволят населению управлять картой и счетом через смартфон. При этом для клиентов формируются универсальные драйверы для меняющегося мира, называя их «цифровым обещанием».

Ключевые слова: технологии, финансы, виртуальная бизнес-среда, ценные бумаги, управление
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